Dear Parents/Carers,
As our second week of online learning for all year groups draws to a close, we would
like to emphasise that teachers are setting work in order to provide structure and
productive occupation for the pupils in these long days of restrictions. We
understand completely that there are wide variations in family circumstances and
that the amount of time and effort that pupils will be able to dedicate to their studies
will also vary for many different reasons. The important thing is that pupils do their
best in the time that you as a family deem appropriate for weekday study.
Pupils should aim to keep sending in what they have done regularly to their teachers
who are then able to make any necessary corrections and give advice for
improvement. This interaction and exchange will mean that pupils continue to make
progress during this period of school closure. Please also be assured that if a pupil
needs extra help or is unsure of how to approach/complete a task, they can email
their subject teacher for guidance. We will also email all pupils on their Stanwell
webmail addresses today with the same message.
Heads of Year will be monitoring pupil engagement and will contact you with any
concerns in order to keep you informed and check on pupils' wellbeing; please also
feel free to contact your child's Heads of Year if there are any issues of which they
may need to be made aware.
Next Friday May 8th is a UK Bank Holiday to commemorate the 75th anniversary of
VE Day; no work will be set on this day and we hope that all our pupils and their
families enjoy the Bank Holiday weekend as much as is possible.
Thank you all for your continued support and best wishes at this time of national
concern and uncertainty.
Kind Regards,
Stanwell School

